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Welcome to the Metaverse.

The Revolution World team is building a unique virtual world where players can build, own, and monetize their 
gaming experiences using REVOLD, the main utility token of our platform.

The Revold Token allows gamers to play games and earn at the same time. Players can fight opponents with 
powerful weapons in Revolution World, to gain REVORD tokens. The native token REVORD, is used to create 
characters, construct weapons of various potencies and level up your character, as you progress through the
game. The more powerful your weapon, the greater the amount of REVORD you gain.

The Revolution World Token manages a virtual universe named Revolution World, where members can play, 
earn, collect and own digital content in the Augmented Reality (AR) & Virtual Reality (VR), society universe 
supported by Binance Smartchain.

Revolution World is a decentralized union organization which makes investments into our virtual world. 
With REVOLD Token, you can earn a VIP Club Hero/ Character/ Personal-Avatar/ Weapons /Ammunitions / 
who can also have numerous belongings, bought on our NFT Marketplace (Bazzar). Its objective is to create a 
virtual economy that is the largest in the world, optimize its assets to maximize utility and share revenues with 
its stakeholders.
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Welcome to the Metaverse.

In decentralized games, like Revolution World Game, we are going to build a community of players and 
investors who make money by investing in NFTs, used in virtual worlds and blockchain-based games. People 
became more eager to participate in play-to-earn games due to the pandemic, which helped the platform grow 
in popularity.

The first part of our project is to interact with our development team in AR Gaming Technology. Which gives us 
results, and we will be able to show you our AR Revolution World.

The second part of our VR concept is integration with Unreal Engine 5 where you can play right through your 
phone and PC.

Several concepts regarding the basic construction elements of our project will be briefly discussed in the 
foreword section to assist you in understanding the forthcoming set of information regarding the Revolution 
World Token and the societies it supports.
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ABOUT OUR MISSION

What is a Revolution World Metaverse?
The term Revolution World Metaverse is used to refer to an online virtual space on the internet? It encompasses 
different aspects of the internet including, social media, gaming, augmented reality virtual reality, and digital 
currencies like a REVOLD Token.

In the Revolution World Token, the best gaming society metaverse is a bridge between the physical world and 
the virtual world. Cryptographic protocols will emerge for managing digital value. All assets in this Revolution 
World society metaverse are facilitated by NFTs on the Binance Smart chain, allowing affordable and seamless
transactions.

Why Binance smart chain
Binance smart chain token standard BEP-20 supports the use case of non-fungible tokens. Aside from that, 
Binance smart chain offers the cheapest transaction fee, making the blockchain the most attractive blockchain 
for new and mid-senior level investors. Besides that, BSC can also execute large numbers of transactions in
a given time, thus providing scalability to its users.

Market analysis
Since Facebook has rebranded itself as Meta, the metaverse virtual reality concept has taken the crypto universe 
by storm. Projects with metaverse are flooding the marketplace. Metaverse is being added in every type of 
project, ranging from marketplaces with metaverse to games with metaverse. Users are going over the board
with experimenting with new features.

As a result, conducted by Zion market research, the results stated that the global market for augmented and 
virtual reality was supposedly estimated to be $26.7 million USD. However, a 2025-year estimation reveals that 
the market is supposed to grow at the CAGR of 63% and reach the market cap of $814.7 billion USD.

Keeping the stats in mind, it can be believed market positioning and potential for a Revolution World has fairly 
significant changes. However, the competition for the Revolution World is as high as is. Large projects, such as 
Decentraland, Sandbox, Axie, even Call of Duty and infinity are direct competitors of Revolution World.
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VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT

What is a Revolution World Metaverse?
Our vision is for gamers to regain control of their digital assets, Play to Earn, and increase the adoption of 
blockchain technology in their everyday lives. Our mission is to provide a fun and profitable experience for our 
players, to create a healthy and excited community around blockchain gaming and build an ecosystem of
Play to Earn systems to meet the needs of all gamers around the world.

PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER The intention of this paper is not to be a deep technical dive, but rather an overview 
of the existing gameplay and a vision of the future CryptoBlades. This includes gameplay details, information 
on NFTs, the game's economy, specifically tokenonics, and how the Binance Smart Chain can enhance and 
provide a rewarding experience to the end user. This is a living document and the team holds all rights to make 
adjustment as seen fit.
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REVOLUTION WORLD GAME
We believe our project will push VR into the next stage with 
a mix of organic and strategic growth.

Revolution World is a first & third-person shooter game with similar gameplay to Call of Duty and Halo. Users 
earn/lose crypto for every kill/death they make duSKILLring gameplay. Players you’re competing against are 
located all over the world and there are numerous game modes that's suitable for every players' skill level and 
crypto holdings! Whether you want to play for hundreds of dollars per kill/death or fractions of a cent, we got 
you covered!!!

The Revolution World offers an exciting gaming module for Revolution World players. The game entertains a 
large audience due to its unique game strategy and gaming mode, besides, exciting visuals on the network and 
in the game. Meanwhile, the blockchain of today attracts gamers naturally due to the intrinsic property of
scalability and exposure.

The research conducted at IMF, inter-world stats, calculates that the world population today is 7.9 billion, out 
of which almost 5 billion people have access to the internet, among them 2.7 billionare gamers. Hence, it can 
be assumed that almost half of the internet users are also gamers. The study further depicts that this ratio will 
decrease to two-thirds of the internet users, meaning 75% of internet users will be gamers.

In such a huge market, well-designed and equipped games like Revolution World.
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INTRODUCTION

The Revolution World is a metaverse project constructed on Binance smart chain. This BSC project enables its 
users to play, own, earn and trade. Comprises a Revolution World society open for a limited number of individuals. 
Society overall remains low-key. The members of this society are granted different roles and positions to work on. 
Each position and role comes with its own advantages and disadvantages, members must patiently fulfill their
duties towards the Revolution World society with honesty and integrity.

The manual of the game and other properties of this project will be discussed briefly in the next section. As of 
now, it is of crucial importance to note that all parties involved in the project must align their interests with 
Revolution World’s core values and mission.
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#PLAYZONE

Play | Compete | Earn
Revolution World offers a play-to-play and play-to-earn gaming model, enabling users to come together, 
communicate on the platform, and play immersive games, all this while making significant earnings through it. 
The motive of the AR & VR gaming model is to invite traditional gamers to the Revolution World game,
meanwhile, offering an earning option for investors/gamers.

#Earn

Communicate. Enjoy. Earn
Revolution World project provides multiple earning streams within its network. Users can earn through 
standard and compound Staking, Playing Revolution World games, Holding Revolution World utility tokens, 
and much more

#Create

Explore. Design
Users can bring their vision to life at Revolution World through designing their own lands and characters. Users 
can accessorize their lands, and characters with additional feature NFTs.

#Trade

Gather. Exchange. Earn
Revolution World’s marketplace is a huge market with large numbers of buyers and sellers producing infinite 
opportunities for members to pick what suits their desires.
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CHARACTERS
The player starts in the Main Plaza, which is where they can mint their first character ($REVOLD Tokens). The 
element of the character is assigned at random. The first character minted comes with a starting weapon, so 
there is not a need to mint a weapon before entering combat. Each minted character starts with 300 stamina 
which is enough to compete in five battles. The battles each cost the character 40 stamina. Stamina regenerates 
at a rate of one per every ten minutes. A player can have up to four characters at any given time. Each character 
minted currently cost REVOLD TOKEN to mint. You can find a rating how much is coast mint NFT on the official 
website https://www.metarevolution.worldwebsite https://www.metarevolution.world

The player chooses the character they want to enter combat with on the Plaza screen. They then can enter the 
combat section of the game and four enemies appear at the bottom of the screen after a weapon is selected. 
It is advantageous for the player to align the element of their character with their weapon and choose an enemy
that is trumped by this element. The player should also consider the power of the enemies before deciding which 
one to fight. The game refreshes the available enemies each hour – there may be times it is in the best interest to 
wait for a refresh to increase the chances of winning.

Account Upgrade;
Initially, users own 100 energies to participate in PvE and PvP. In order to extend the energy capacity, users need 
to lock their Poco Tokens. The extended energy can be divided into these following categories:

Standard - (Requirement Free) - (Energy Capacity-100) - (Energy Regen/day - 120 points)

VIP - (Requirement 3000 REVOLD Tokens) - (Energy Capacity-120) 
(Energy Regen/day - 144 points)

Premium - (Requirement 10,000 REVOLD Tokens) - (Energy Capacity-150) 
(Energy Regen/day - 180 points)

The player will spend a nominal BNB gas fee to enter combat against a chosen enemy. The game then rolls for 
the outcome of combat and writes the results to the blockchain. The player is awarded in REVORD Token and 
character experience if the outcome of the fight is in their favor. There is nothing awarded to the player if the 
outcome is a loss. Experience is gained when a player defeats an enemy in combat. Experience is used to level 
up a character, which in turn increases the character’s overall power. Total character level is currently capped at 
300. Experience is accumulated until the player decides to claim it. The process of claiming experience writes to 
the blockchain so there is a nominal BNB gas fee charged upon each claim. The experience is automatically the blockchain so there is a nominal BNB gas fee charged upon each claim. The experience is automatically 
applied to the related character after the claim transaction has been approved.
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COMBAT
Combat is where the action takes place! The player first selects the character they want to enter in combat 
within the Plaza. They then select to enter Combat where they will choose their weapon. Once the weapon has 
been chosen, four enemy combatants will appear. The player can then select the combatant that they want their
character to face off against. There are several things that the player should consider before choosing their 
opponent:

• The attribute type of the character entering combat;
• The attribute type of the weapon selected;
• The attribute type of the opponent;
• The power of the opponent.

These four things have a chance to impact the outcome of each fight. When the player chooses an enemy to 
attack, they get a +8% modifier if the character and weapon primary attributes match. They receive a 8% modifier 
when attacking an enemy has the element that is weak against their player’s character. These modifiers stack 
which always allows the player to add a +17% boost to their character if the right equipment and enemy are chosen.

Do keep in mind that the opposite is true as well. If the player chooses an opponent that has the attribute that 
trumps their character’s attribute, there is a -9% modifier applied to the fight.
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REWARDS
The player receives two types of rewards when they successfully defeat an opponent, REVOLD and character 
experience. The REVOLD reward is dependent on the power of the enemy defeated. The formula is 0.002 
(awarded as a gas offset) + .00013699 per 2000 power of the enemy defeated. Experience earned is assigned
to the character that won the battle. The REVOLD and experience earned are stored until the player initiates a 
transaction to move the REVOLD to their wallet and to apply the experience to their characters. This feature has 
been added to reduce the amount of gas the player requires to play the game. Note: when forging, the game
will draw the REVOLD from the player’s storage REVOLD before drawing REVOLD from their wallet.will draw the REVOLD from the player’s storage REVOLD before drawing REVOLD from their wallet.

MARKET
Revolution World is first and foremost a blockchain game – which means that the players own their minted NFTs 
(characters and weapons). The right to sell and trade is wholly owned by the player. Revolution World 
implemented a market to make this process trustless. The player can search characters and weapons that have
been listed by other players, as well as list their own characters and weapons. There is a small buyer fee added 
to each transaction.
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TOURNAMENT
Tournament is a Monthly event for all players in the REVOLD ecosystem. To be a participant, players need to 
purchase a ticket. The more tickets sold, the more valuable the reward increases! Rule of weekly tournament: 
Players will compete with each other to find the winners. The prizes will be distributed among them based on
their rank. Besides, REVOLD will rank the players with their total win combat on the monthly leaderboard, then 
award them to top 10.

Seasonal Everyone can participate:

• Online
• All participants can receive prizes according to their performance.
• Winners receive monthly cups, Poco tokens and rare NFT items.

REVOLD ECOSYSTEM
Merging Gaming With DeFi A gaming ecosystem that integrates staking with gameplay, allowing RPG stakers 
to earn better rewards through increasing their in-game skill and experience levels.

NFT Staking Representations The Revolution World Games ecosystem is the first cryptocurrency gaming 
platform to implement NFTs as tethered stake representations. This means that every NFT’s in VIP or Premium 
Club on the platform is backed by a stake in the first VR RPG..

Gaming Tokens With Real Value NFTs in the Revolution Virtual World platform are always based on the native 
REVOLD token. This means that the value of the ecosystem is contained within the native token, making it more 
attractive to the passive investor.
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NFT WALLET
Holders of NFT character tokens can view their characters in their NFT wallet. The wallet gives an overview of 
character tokens that you hold, with attributes for each character displayed clearly, it’s level as well as the 
number of copies in existence. Users will be able to customize their characters with skins through the NFT wallet.

NFT GENERATION
An NFT is generated through adding an RPG stake. The class of NFT and NFT characters generated are random, 
but if a user would like to regenerate a particular NFT they can do so within that NFTs rarity class, there is a small 
BNB charge for an NFT regeneration/reroll.

NFT MARKETPLACE
In phase 3 of development, we will be introducing the Revold NFT marketplace, where you will be able to trade 
your stake tethered NFT characters in an open marketplace. Since an NFT is representative of a stake, the staking 
contract will be transferred to the buyer of the NFT, who will need to deposit the staking amount in order to 
receive the NFT. If the NFT for sale is valued above the staking contract amount, then a supplementary transfer 
will occur
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STAKING
Staking is at the heart of Revolution World Game, users who participate in gaming earn better staking rewards. 
RPG staking (and Liquidity Staking) will be financed by an initial pool of staking tokens (100,000 REVOLD 
released over 30 months = 3.5%) to be distributed to all stakers in the pool. RPG will be cross-chain across
both the Etherium and Binance Smart Chain networks Furthermore, a 4% fee (3% to staking & 1% to treasury) 
on any sales, transfers, or unstaking REVOLD will be taken and redistributed to stakers.

Sandbox Metaverse The Revolution World better sandbox metaverse is a robust economy, allowing users to 
buy land on planets, traverse the metaverse by spacecraft or teleportation portals, build games, shape the 
landscape, rent land and even monetize their spaces.

The REVOLD ecosystem could be separated into smaller functional pieces, all of them working together by 
utilization of 4 main assets fully deployed on the Binance Smart Chain main blockchain.
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TOKENOMICS
REVOLD serves as the native game currency for Revolution World. Players leverage REVOLD to acquire 
characters, forge and reforge weapons, and to buy and sell on the Revolution World Marketplace.

The development fund locks for 12 month, where after they can withdrawal at a rate of 30% per quarter. 
The Investor fund vests at a rate of 15% per month.

Development Team - 20%

Play to earn - 20%

Gametplay  Incentives - 20%

Public Sale - 4% AirDrop - 1%

IDO-#1 Tear - 5%

IDO-#2 Tear - 5%

IDO-#3 Tear - 5%

IDO-#4 Tear - 10%

Liquidity Incentives - 10%
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REVOLD INFO

Name: REVOLD Token
Symbol: $REVOLD.
Max supply: 500,000,000
Total supply: 500,000,000
Network: Binance Smart Chain.
Spec: BEP-20.
Smart Contract:Smart Contract: 
0x4Ecb0D6211191D02971d685Fb4225CCbAe238103
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COMING SOON
Token use-case:
• Open REVOLD Mystery boxes.
• Rewarded from Tournament.
• Summon REVOLD .
• Buy/Rent NFT Assets.
• PVP Bet.
• Land auction.
• Trade up items.• Trade up items.
• Governance/Voting activities.
• Join launchpool.
• Staking/Farming for profit

REVOLD Equipment:
• Standard: ERC-721.
• Contract:
• Rewarded from PvE.
• Generated by opening a Mystery boxes.
• Can be traded up to redeem quality.
• Can be sold/bought on the REVOLD NFT marketplace.
• Unlimited to REVOLD ‘s equipment, crop, skill, special effect, etc.• Unlimited to REVOLD ‘s equipment, crop, skill, special effect, etc.

REVOLD Heroes – NFT Characters:
• Standard: ERC-721. 41 REVOLD Metaverse
• Contract:
• Can evolve through battles
• Can be sold/bought on the REVOLD NFT marketplace or any other NFT markets ..
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DISCLAIMER AND RIGHTS
This document is not final and will be updated from time to time. The purpose of this document is to provide 
selected details about the gameplay and the economy of Revolution World. The information set forth in this 
document may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. Nothing in this 
document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment. All community 
contributions to this document may be freely used by the Revolution World Team, and incorporated into other 
works, with rights equivalent to ownership. By commenting and providing feedback on this document, you agree 
that any contributions to this document that you make may be used, reproduced, distributed, publicly performed, that any contributions to this document that you make may be used, reproduced, distributed, publicly performed, 
publicly displayed, and used to create derivative works, on a non-exclusive basis, throughout the universe, in all 
forms of media now known or created in the future, and that the foregoing rights are sublicensable and 
transferable. By commenting and giving feedback within this document or any other related channels (such as 
Twitter, Telegram, or Discord), you are permitting the Revolution World Team to include your ideas and concepts 
into future game features as the Revolution World Team sees fit.
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ROADMAP

Q1 - 2022

• WebSite Launch V.1.
• Graphic Designs - NFT Collection (Tier 1).
• Mint Coin REVOLD + Smart Contract Audit.
• Release Whitepaper + Social Channels (We Start with Facebook
Twitter, Telegram).
• IDO Event.
• Listing On PancakeSwap.• Listing On PancakeSwap.
• Audit Smart Contract.
• INO Event.
• Activate MarketPlace.
• Coingecko, Coinmarketcap Listing.

Q2 - 2022

• Register Company.
• Listing on CEXs.
• Promote Marketing
• Release Staking Pool.
• Release NFT Farming Pool.
• Release more 24 Character Designs.
• Expand Development Team.• Expand Development Team.

Q3 - 2022

• Listing on more CEXs.
• Partner with Game Studios.
• Promote Marketing.
• Upgrade Game System.
• Release Items for Battles.
• Second Airdrop Program.
• Optimize website V2.• Optimize website V2.

Q4 - 2022

• Listing on top CEXs.
• Promote Marketing.
• Start Gameplay in AR & VR.
• 3D PvP Mode.
• Debit & Credit Card Payment Acceptance.
• More Come.
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BUSINESS MODEL
Our objective at Revolution World Game is to build a robust GameFi ecosystem, one that brings DeFi together 
with gaming in a way that excites both the DeFi and gaming communities. Through building a strong tokenomic 
foundation, we are building a platform that will
grow and evolve with the changing market.

REVENUE STREAMS
As the continual progress of the project is quite development heavy, a stream of revenue is of great importance. 
When users spawn an NFT they also have the choice of respawning if they are not happy with the NFT they 
have received, there will be a small MATIC/BNB charge for this option. In the marketplace, a small fee in
MATIC/BNB will be applicable for the exchange of assets. In-Game advertising is also another stream of revenue. 
Owners of land and land renters will be able to monetize their spaces through advertising billboards and spaces. 
A small percentage of advertising fees will go back to the Revolution World team.

VALUE CREATION
We are creating, first and foremost, an entertaining and fun gaming platform. Creatively building a game-verse 
which is truly enjoyable, with attractive gaming graphics, character design and engaging gameplay is of central 
importance; this is the first prerequisite to building value for VR. Within the platform, NFT gaming characters are 
the heroes of Revolve, each NFT is backed by an RPG stake, meaning the value of the Revolve Ecosystem always
comes back to the Native token. It is this aspect that truly sets apart Revolution World from other NFT based 
gaming tokens. As well as character NFTs, spaceship, teleportation portals and game themes are 
all AR & VR RPG tethered NFTs.all AR & VR RPG tethered NFTs.



CONTACT

facebook.com/gaming/revoldtoken

twitter.com/RevoldToken

instagram.com/meta.revolution.world

github.com/revolution-world

discord.gg/S24jeYNG

admin-rk@metarevolution.world


